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Abstract 

Two main assumptions which underlie the Stoney formula relating substrate curvature to mis- 

match strain in a bonded thin film are that the film is very thin compared to the substrate, 

and the deformations are infinitesimally small. Expressions for the curvature-strain relation- 

ship are derived for cases in which these assumptions are relaxed, thereby providing a basis for 

interpretation of experimental observations for a broader class of film-substrate configurations. 
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Curvature based techniques for the measurement of stress in thin films are gaining increas- 

ingly widespread use [l-51. The Stoney formula [6] serves as a cornerstone of experimental work 

on stress measurement in thin films bonded to substrates. In its most basic form, the formula 

provides an expression for the curvature K of the substrate in terms of the residual force f in the 

film (interpreted as a force per unit distance along the interface) due to misfit or other residual 

elastic strain; this expression is 

where h,, and Ms are the thickness and the bi-axial elastic modulus of the substrate. The 

formula does not involve the properties of the film material, nor does it presume of any particular 

through-the-thickness distribution of the film stress with resultant f. 

The formula (1) follows from an analysis of a model of the film-substrate system which is 

based on several assumptions, and the point of the present discussion is to examine the range 

of applicability of some of these assumptions in light of current practice [7,8]. The main as- 

sumptions are: ( i )  both the film and substrate thicknesses are small compared to the lateral 

dimensions; (i i) the film thickness is much less than the substrate thickness; (i i i) the substrate 

material is homogeneous, isotropic and linearly elastic, and the film material is isotropic; (iv) 

edge effects near the periphery of the substrate are inconsequential and all physical quantities 

are invariant under change in position parallel to the interface; (u )  all stress components in the 

thickness direction vanish throughout the material; (vi) the strains and rotations are infinitesi- 

mally small. Current measurement technology is applied in situations where the validity of one 

or more of these assumptions is questionable. As a guide to the interpretation of data, more 

exact expIssions are derived here for the relationship between mismatch strain and curvature 

when assumptions ( i i )  and (vi) are relaxed. The first case treated is that with film and substrate 

of similar thicknesses, but the deformations are still small. Then, nonlinear deformations are 

taken into account. 

To make the discussion definite, attention will be focused on a system with a circular 

substrate of radius R, the only lateral dimension of consequence. Results are identical for other 

substrate shapes in the linear deformation regime, and only small quantitative differences arise 

for nonlinear deformations. For the time being, it will be assumed that the film material is also 

homogeneous and the stress is uniform through the thickness of the film. A polar section of 

the system is shown in the inset in Figure 1, with the film and substrate thicknesses labeled 

as h,f and h,, respectively, and similarly for the elastic modulus E ,  Poisson ratio v and biaxial 
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modulus M = E/(1 - v). Cylindrical ( T ,  8, z )  coordinates are adopted with the origin on the 

geometrical midplane of the substrate and the polar axis, or z direction, perpendicular to the 

interface as shown. 

Mismatch strain is a system parameter denoted by em; in terms of lattice parameters 

of the film and substrate, say af and a,, respectively, it is defined for an epitaxial system 

by em, = (Q, - n f ) /n f .  ,Mismatch strain can also arise from difference in thermal expansion 

characteristics or other physical sources. 

Due to  hypothesis (v) and axial symmetry, the only nonzero stress components in polar 

coordinates at any material point are crTT(r, z )  and OOQ(T, z ) ;  the corresponding elastic strain 
energy density is 

for the appropriate choice of material constants within either the film or substrate. For small 

deformation, the elastic strains are conveniently expressed in terms of .(r) and w ( r ) ,  the radial 

and transverse displacements of points on the substrate midplane, respectively, as 

where the prim-e denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. The mismatch strain is 
understood to be identically zero in the substrate, so the strain expressions (3) are valid in either 

material. The strategy adopted here is to select plausible parametric forms for a,(.) and w ( T ) ,  

and then to  invoke the principle of stationary potential energy to determine optimal values of 

the parameters involved. 

For small deflections, the radial and transverse deformations are un-coupled and a reason- 

able choice for the midplane displacement is 

where €0 represents the extensional strain of the substrate midplane and IC, represents the cur- 

vature of this plane. The total potential energy of the system is calculated in terms of EO and ti. 
according to  

The equilibrium requirement that potential energy must be stationary is enforced with the 

conditions d V / d ~ o  = 0 and dV/& = 0 from which it follows that [9] 
l + h  

IC, = -hm 
h, [If h,m(4 + 6h + 4h2) + h,*m,2 
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where h, = h.f/hjS and m, = Mf/M, .  This is the generalization of the Stoney formula for uniform 

mismatch strain in the film for arbitrary thickness ratio and arbitrary modulus ratio. The factor 

outside the square brackets in (6) is K S ~ ,  and 6 t K S ~  as h, + 0. 
For the case when m, sz 1, an expansion of (6) in powers of h, yields 6 = K S t / ( l  + This 

result implies that, if m, = 1 and h, = h,f/h.s = 0.1, for example, then the error in use of the 

Stoney of formula is 30%. 
To get a clearer picture of the difference between the Stoney expression and the complete 

expression in (6), consider the range of parameters h.f/hs and M f / M s  for which 

where K as given in (6) is presumed. The solid and dashed curves in Figure 1 indicate the locus 

of points along which the equality in (7) applies, and the region between the curves is the range 

in the parameter plane for which the use of the Stoney formula for curvature is accurate to 

within 10% of the more complete result. 

The issue of large deflection is taken up next. Because of their relatively low bending 
resistance (compared to extensional resistance at comparable strain) and relatively large lat- 

eral extent, plate-like solids are easily deformed into a regime where rotations of material line 

elements are not small (even though strains are still small), necessitating the use of nonlinear 

kinematics for a proper description of deformation. In the present context, this can be seen by 
considering the radial extensional strain induced at the substrate midplane due to transverse 

deflection alone. With reference to Figure 2, an elementary geometrical construction [lo] shows 

this strain to be essentially ds/dr - 1 z ;U'(T-)'. An instructive exercise is to compare the 

magnitud; of this quantity to EO at T = R for the circumstances in which the deformations are 
assumed to be infinitesimal, that is, for w'(R)  = KR and EO = $ K h z s .  In this case, 

w' (R) ' /~Eo  = 3 ~ R ' / h , ,  

which is not always small in magnitude. For example, for h,, = 100pm, R = lcm and radius of 

curvature of 6-l = 10m, the value is 0.3, a significant value compared to 1. 

This effect arises because the initially flat substrate cannot deform into a spherical cap 
shape without stretching or compressing its midplane. The nonlinear coupling between curvature 
and stretching is incorporated into the model by retaining the term $ W ' ( T ) ~  in the expression 
for radial strain in (3), 

1 
2 

E,,(T, 2) = d ( r )  - ZW"(.) + -w'(.)2 + E* 
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It  should be noted that the strains are still small and Hooke’s law is still appropriate for a 

description of material behavior. The main point is that the second-order contribution of ro- 

tation to strain can be as significant a s  the first-order linear effect. (In terms of the nonlinear 

strain tensor, commonly known as the Lagrange strain in material coordinates, the second-order 

contributions due to stretching are ignored but the second-order contributions due to rotation 

are retained.) 

If it is assumed that the curvature is uniform for this case as well, then the midplane 

displacement is taken to be 

The term in U(T)  which is cubic in T contributes to  eTT in the same way as does w ’ ( T ) ~ ,  and these 

two terms compete in minimizing the total potential energy. Also, once the nonlinear description 

is adopted, the lateral dimension R necessarily enters into any expression for curvature. 

The requirement that the potential energy must be stationary under variations in K ,  eo, 

and €1 at  equilibrium leads to a nonlinear relationship between curvature and mismatch strain 

which is too complicated to warrant presentation here in its most general form. However, for 

the case when h,f << h,,, it reduces to  the compact form 

s = K [l + (1 - v,)K2] (11) 

where S = $emR2h.fMf/h:n/[s is a normalized mismatch strain and K = $R2ic-/hs is a normal- 

ized curvature. 

A g n p h  of K versus S as given in (11) is shown in Figure 3, where it is compared to the 

lineal curvature-strain relationship based on the same assumptions but ignoring nonlineai kine- 

matics. The most important observation is that nonlinear effects arise for normalized misniatcli 

strain in excess of roughlv 0.3. For R/h,, = 100, h,f/h., = 0.01 and Mf/hds = 1, this corresponds 

to a mismatch strain of only E, M 0.002. As a practical matter, if nonlinear deformation effects 

are to be avoided for a given level of em, then the sample dimensions should be chosen so that 

the dimensionless ratio S is below about 0.3 or 0.4. 

The assumption of uniform curvature incorporated into (10) is quite extreme in the non- 

linear range. To illustrate its limitations, a full nonlinear finite element simulation has been 

carried out for a configuration with R/h,, = 50, hz j /hs  = 0.01 and M f / h f s  = 1. No a prioIi 

assumption concerning the deformation is incorporated in the calculation. For S 5 0.3 the 
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substrate curvature is indeed uniform and the relationship between K and S is linear. As S 
is increased beyond this value, however, the curvature becomes increasingly nonuniform along 

any radius of the substrate midplane. This is illustrated in Figure 3 by means of the dashed 

curves which show the relationship between the normalized mismatch strain S and the local 

normalized mean curvature (average of radial curvature and circumferential curvature) at radial 

distances T / R  = 0, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and 1 from the center of the substrate. This shows that 

the substrate becomes relatively flat near its center and more highly curved near its periphery 

with increasing mismatch. Values of S > 2 seem to be beyond the practical range for wafer 

curvature. However, if the calculations are continued into the range of larger S ,  it is found that 

the curvature near T / R  = 0 approaches a limiting value with increasing S. For very large S ,  
the mechanical state tends to become nearly uniform over the inner part of the substrate with 

a boundary layer behavior near the outer edge, reminiscent of the post-buckling behavior of 

circular plates [ll]. In general, curvature measurements in the nonlinear range require much 

more careful interpretation to extract information than do measurements in the linear range. 

An issue which is noted here, but which will not be discussed further, is that the equilibrium 

state established for large deformation renders the total potential energy stationary but not 

necessarily minimum. Indeed, if the possibility of a non-axisymmetric deformation is admitted in 

the assumed parametric deformation field, the axially symmetric configuration may be unstable 

if the mismatch strain is large enough. In that case, the system tends toward an asymmetric 

stable configuration with an ellipsoidal shape instead of the spherical shape [10,12,13]. 
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Figure captions 

1. The solid (dashed) curve is the locus of points in the parameter plane for which the Stoney 

formula overestimates (underestimates) the curvature by 10%. A schematic of the film- 

substrate system showing relevant dimensions appears as an inset. 

2. Diagram illustrating the extensional strain which arises from rotation of the substrate 

midplane, represented approximately by w’(T) . 

3. Normalized curvature K versus normalized mismatch strain S for linear and nonlinear 

deformation (solid curves), based on assumption of uniform curvature. The dashed curves 

show the local mean curvature versus mismatch strain at the substrate center T / R  = 0, at 

the periphery T / R  = 1, and at  three intermediate values of radius, based on a complete 

numerical simulation without assumptions on deformed shape. 
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Figure 1: The solid (dashed) curve is the locus of points in the parameter plane 
for which the Stoney formula overestimates (underestimates) the curvature by 
10%. A schematic of the film-substrate system showing relevant dimensions 
appears as an inset. 
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Figure 2: Diagam illustrating the extensional strain which arises from rotation 
of the substrate midplane, represented approximatelv by w'(r). 
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Figure 3: Normalized curvature K versus normalized mismatch strain S for 
&ear and nonlinear deformation (solid curves) , based on assumption of uni- 
form curvature. The dashed curves show the local mean curvature versus 
mismatch strain at  the substrate center T / R  = 0, at the periphery T / R  = 1, 
and at three intermediate values of radius, based on a complete numerical 
simulation without assumptions on deformed shape. 
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